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Welcome to our latest 11+ select catalogue 

This catalogue contains some of our newest and most popular resources for language learners 
from early secondary to A-level and beyond. Everything here is distributed by European 
Schoolbooks Ltd (ESB) and is available at our European Bookshop (EB) and Italian Bookshop (IB) 
in London. Orders can be placed online, by post, phone, email or fax to both our Cheltenham 
and London offices.

Prices
Prices are correct at 01.10.2010 but may be changed without notice if affected by publishers’ 
increases or exchange rate movements. + after a price indicates that VAT must be added.

Using this catalogue
Age ranges and descriptions are as accurate as we can make them but are only a guide: for 
further advice on any product please contact the marketing department at ESB head office in 
Cheltenham.

Inspection Copies for Teachers
You can get an inspection copy of any textbook (sorry, not audio-visual materials) you are 
thinking of buying in class sets. If you then buy 12+ copies of textbooks direct from ESB, EB or 
the IB, you may be entitled to a discount. Please ask for details.

In addition to inspection copies we offer a range of other services to the language teaching 
community.  If you are organising a teachers' meeting, a language day or any other kind 
of languages promotion, we can attend ourselves or send an appropriate boxed selection 
of relevant books and materials.  With suitable notice we can arrange presentations and 
workshops.  

For more information please contact our marketing department on 01242 245252. 

Contacting us:

European Schoolbooks Ltd
The Runnings, Cheltenham GL51 9PQ     
phone: 01242 245252 email: direct@esb.co.uk                                                                                                
www.eurobooks.co.uk

The European Bookshop    
5 Warwick Street, London W1B 5LU        
phone: 020 7734 5259 email: direct@esb.co.uk                                                                                                   
www.europeanbookshop.com

The Italian Bookshop 
5 Cecil Court, London WC2N 4EZ        
phone: 020 7240 1634 email: italian@esb.co.uk                                                                                                
www.italianbookshop.co.uk

 Be the first to find out about new products, 
special offers, and events we will be 

hosting and attending...

 BLOG
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Completed forms should be returned to the European Bookshop. Prices are correct at 
01/10/10. Thereafter they may be changed without notice if affected by publishers’ increases or 
exchange rate movements. Don't forget to add VAT where applicable (+ after a price indicates 

that VAT must be added). Please allow 28 days for delivery of published titles. 

Please return to: 
5 Warwick Street, London W1B 5LU        

Phone: 020 7734 5259 
E-mail: direct@esb.co.uk

www.europeanbookshop.com
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French

Classroom 
courses

Ages 11-14

Amis et compagnie
CLE                 

Amis et compagnie is an innovative course that re-
inforces the four main skills as important tools for 
communication. This course is perfect for those pre-
teenagers who have already touched on the basics 
of the French language at primary level. The course 
is available in four levels, gradually taking students 
up to grade B1 of the CEFR.  This course provides a 
range of varied exercises (including many designed to 
develop intercultural understanding and also prepare 
students for DELF examinations) which are clearly 
layed out and easy to follow.  A unique aspect of this 
course is that each level introduces students to a 
French literary classic in the form of a manga-style 
cartoon which in level one is Les trois Mousquetaires. 
The Teacher's guide includes photocopiable materials 
and suggests ideas for activities to complement the 
course.

                                                                                                                                                      
Beginners                     
001226 Livre de l’élève 1  £9.55
001227 Cahier d’exercices 1  £6.85
001228 Guide pédagogique 1  £13.75
001229 CD classe 1 (3)  £43.95+
001230 CD élève 1  £7.10+

Further levels: Intermediate, Upper
intermediate

Et toi?
DIDIER              

Et toi is a course for teenagers which advocates 
task-based learning and thus encourages the stu-
dent to be at the centre of the learning process. 
The course covers the four main skill areas, in line 
with the CEFR, using authentic language and situ-
ations relevant to the interests and learning styles 
of teenagers. The course focuses on autonomous 
learning and so self-assessment exercises feature 
throughout which help give students a thorough un-
derstanding of the objectives of the course and what 
they should hope to achieve through their study.                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                 
Beginners                     
001190 Livre de l’élève 1  £13.50
001191 Cahier d’exercices 1  £7.85
001192 Guide pédagogique 1  £19.50
001193 CD classe 1 (2)  £69.00+
001194 DVD & livret 1  £92.00+

Further levels: Intermediate, Advanced, Upper
advanced 

Le kiosque                        
HACHETTE

Le Kiosque is a course for young teenagers which 
favours student interaction, as set out by the CEFR. 
This course aims to develop students' skills in all 
areas through an active approach to language learn-
ing. The material (which includes cartoons and songs) 
is thus varied and authentic, making this an attractive, 
motivating and easy-to-use course.

Beginners                     
001195 Livre de l’élève 1  £11.95
001196 Cahier d’exercices 1  £7.60
001204 Guide pédagogique 1  £21.50
001205 CD classe 1  £60.00+
001206 CD élève 1 £19.50+

Further levels: Intermediate

Le Mag
HACHETTE            

With approximately 70 learning hours per level, 
Le Mag has a very approachable format with each 
chapter designed as an edition of a magazine. Follow-
ing the daily lives of four adolescents participating in 
a journalism workshop with the goal of producing 
a magazine, this method incorporates adolescent-
friendly topics and comic strips to make learning fun 
as well as beneficial. Le Mag is fully compliant with the 
recommendations of the CEFR.

Beginners                     
001150 Livre de l’élève 1  £11.95
001151 Cahier d’exercices 1  £7.35
001152 Guide pédagogique 1  £20.25
001153 CD classe 1  £62.00+
001155 CD élève 1  £14.50+
001156 DVD 1 & 2  £90.00+

Further levels: Intermediate, Advanced, Upper
advanced                

Pourquoi pas!
DIFUSION  

This secondary course is one of a new generation 
designed around the recommendations of the Com-
mon European Framework of Reference for Lan-
guages (CEFR). It cannot be emphasised too strongly 
that the CEFR, which now forms the basis of language 
teaching and learning in most EU countries and an 
increasing number beyond, has become the ‘de facto’ 
standard for the assessment of language skills in com-
merce and academia for all but the simplest jobs.

At the centre of the CEFR and of this course, are 
task-based activities which put the pupil at the centre 
of the learning process. While the objectives set out 
in the coursebooks are familiar, the exercises and 
activities are very original and engrossing, and always 
make the pupil the leading actor in his/her own 
learning.The coursebooks are attractively illustrated 
with a mixture of photos and drawing in full colour 
throughout, and introduce cultural similarities and 
contrasts from the start. 

Both coursebooks and workbooks include CDs for 
the pupils, so they are never without good models 
of the spoken language. The teacher’s manuals are 
supplied as CD-Roms, to be printed as needed and, 
if required, adapted to the specific needs of the class.                                                                                                                                           
                                                                          
Beginners                     
001240 Livre de l'élève & CD 1      £22.15
001241 Cahier d’exercices & CD 1     £12.95
001242 Guide pédagogique CD-Rom 1  £20.75+

This CD ROM offers a description of all the objectives 
covered in the student’s and exercise book as well as 
a varied amount of printer friendly and photocopiable 
complementary resources. It also includes all the solu-
tions and the transcriptions of the activities.

001250 DVD 1  £28.75+
This DVD aims to give an insight into the reality of life 
in France for teenagers. The chapters are all filmed in 
France and follow young adolescents in their class, with 
their friends, playing sport etc...

Further levels: False beginners, Intermediate, 
Upper intermediate                                     
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Adolescent/Adult

Alter Ego
HACHETTE            

Alter ego is a four level course for 15+ beginners 
that puts the student at the centre of an active learn-
ing process. A variety of real-life situations are used 
to create interaction, leading to the acquisition of 
effective communicative skills. The authentic tasks 
included throughout the course require continu-
ous and shared evaluation of the students’ progress, 
and promote the other key objective of the course, 
namely autonomous development. Its texts and 
graphics have been chosen with imagination, to ignite 
a real interest in French society and the French-
speaking world.

Beginners                     
008380 Livre de l’élève & CD audio 1  £17.75
008417 Cahier d’exercices anglophone 1  £10.25
008382 Guide pédagogique 1  £22.75
008363 Carnet d’evaluation au DELF A1  £8.95
008383 CD classe 1 (3)  £91.00+
008419 DVD 1  £78.00+
008425 Manuel numérique 1 £100.00+

Further levels: Intermediate, Advanced, Fluent
Native speakers

Alors?
DIDIER              

Alors? is an innovative course for adolescent and 
adult beginners. This course follows the guidelines set 
out by the CEFR and thus employs the latest skills-
centred approach to language learning. Recognising 
that the various communicative skills each require 
their own strategies, the course treats each skill 
largely independently, making the strategy clear to 
the student. Skills are introduced by the following 
headings: Des conversations, De l’écoute, De la lecture, 
Des textes. Alors? is well-balanced course as it treats 
the French language not in isolation, but within the 
context of a modern French society open to many 
diverse cultures and languages.

Beginners                     
008142 Livre de l’élève & CD-audio 1  £16.50+
008145 Cahier d’exercices & CD-audio 1  £10.95
008149 Guide pédagogique  £19.50
008151 CD classe 1  £72.00+
008152 DVD & livret 1  £94.00+

Further levels: Intermediate, Advanced

Echo (nouvelle édition)
CLE                 

Echo is a five level course which covers levels A1-
B2 of the CEFR.  It firmly adopts an active approach 
to language learning by presenting a wide range of 
authentic materials, supported by meaningful tasks, 
which require the student to be immediately engaged 
in the process of learning.  This course encourages 
independent learning  so there are self-evaluation 
exercises which help students identify their objec-
tives and track their progress and the exercise book 
also contains 250 activities for students to work 
through at their own pace. An exciting addition to 
this updated version of the course is the digital copy 
of the student's book which can be used in conjunc-
tion with the Interactive Whiteboard (IWB). Fur-
thermore, the first two levels are now accompanied 
by a DVD,  and the remaining three with an audio 
CD in MP3 format,  making this a complete, mod-
ern and practical course. For the teacher there are 
photocopiable evaluation charts which help measure 
students' oral and written work during each lesson.                                                                                                                                          
                                                                          
Beginners                     
009099 Livre de l’élève & portfolio & DVD  £15.95
009105 Cahier personnel d'apprentissage
 & CD & corrigés  £9.15
009109 Guide pédagogique   £15.75
009114 Fichier d’évaluation photocopiable 
 & CD  £25.95
009115 CD classe (2)  £58.00+
009116 Ressources numériques pour TBI  
  £167.00+

Further levels: False beginners, Intermediate, 
Upper intermediate

Le nouvel édito           
DIDIER

Le nouvel édito is a task-based course for older 
teenagers and adults who have already reached level 
B1 of the CEFR. The 10 thematic units develop the 
4 main skill areas, with particular attention given to 
enriching vocabulary in order to improve writing 
and speaking.  This updated version of the course 
now includes a DVD and audio CD, and these 
together with the varied range of authentic writ-
ten materials, provide plenty of language exposure 
and practice. A strong aspect of this course are the 
Ateliers, (group projects) which feature at the end 
of each unit to enable newly acquired knowledge 
to be pooled and recapped by means of active 
participation and collaboration between students.                                                                                                                                        
                                                                              
05108      Livre & DVD & CD   £24.95

Sac à dos                       
DIFUSION  

Carefully designed to appeal to its target age group, 
Sac à dos invites students to be the driving force 
behind their learning. Its communicative, task-based 
approach incorporates themes and concerns relevant 
to the students and encourages them to talk and 
debate amongst themselves.Complete with a final 
project at the end of each chapter, 2 audio CDs and a 
grammatical review, this method takes the student on 
a journey to learn more than just a language.

Beginners                     
001140 Livre de l’élève & CD-Audio 1 (2)  £22.25
001141 Cahier d’exercices & CD 1 (2)  £12.95
001142 Guide pédagogique 1  £20.75
001164 DVD 1  £33.75+

Further levels: Intermediate, Advanced

Super Max
HACHETTE            

Super Max is an imaginative course for children and 
preadolescents. This vibrant course will keep students 
entertained as they follow the story of Max, who 
has just moved to Paris and finds himself in Mme 
Lafleur's class. He learns French very quickly and it 
is up to the students to discover why! This exciting 
course is filled with a variety of games, activities and 
projects, which will engage the student in a creative 
way and help to consolidate learning.  Attention is 
paid to developing all four major skills, (reading, writ-
ing, listening, speaking) and grammar is introduced in 
an inductive way, using colour coding to help students 
memorise grammar rules and conjugation patterns. 
The teacher’s guide can be downloaded free from the 
publisher’s website.

Beginners                     
070014 Livre de l’élève 1  £12.75
070121 Cahier d’activités 1  £7.90
070129 Guide pédagogique 1      £21.50
070128 CD-audio 1  £54.00+
070230 Manuel numérique 1 £223.00+

Further levels: Intermediate
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Latitudes
DIDIER              

Latitudes is a communicative course that is closely 
linked to the CEFR, and combines language teach-
ing with socio-cultural aspects of life in France 
and the Francophone countries. The course has a 
fluid structure with the 'learning contract' clearly 
outlined at the start of each unit. This makes the 
student aware of their learning objectives and re-
sponsible for their own development. This emphasis 
on independent learning is further honed by the 
end of unit projects which are divided into stages, 
testing different skills, and allow the students to 
interact with each other and put into practice all 
that they have learnt through the course of the unit.                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                 
Beginners                     
008296 Livre de l’élève & CD audio 1 (2)   £17.25
008297 Cahier d’exercices & CD audio 1  
008313 Cahier d’exercices version £11.75 
 anglophone & CD audio 1  £10.75
008298 Guide pédagogique 1  £17.95
008304 DVD & Livret 1  £67.00+

Further levels: False beginners, Intermediate

Le nouveau taxi!
HACHETTE            

This revised edition of Taxi has taken into account 
the technological advances of recent years and is now 
a multimedia course, with the student's book con-
taining a DVD and CD-Rom which can be projected 
onto the IWB.  The course has a strong socio-cultural 
focus and therefore includes a rich selection of au-
thentic materials, followed by tasks which require 
student interaction and use of everyday language. 
Each unit clearly identifies from the start its aims and 
subsequently how the students will then be able to 
use what they learn in real life scenarios, making this 
a practical, student-centred course.

Beginners                     
008791 Livre de l’élève 1  £18.75
008792 Cahier d’exercices 1  £9.50
008794 Guide pédagogique 1  £22.75
008793 CD classe 1  £64.00+

Further levels: False beginners, Intermediate

Rond-point              
DIFUSION

Rond-point is a course for adolescent and adult 
learners of French which encourages task-based 
learning.  By taking this ‘action perspective’ it recog-
nises that the student, as the person who must com-
plete the tasks, is directly responsible for their own 
learning. In each chapter the student will bring to-
gether their skills and knowledge to complete an end 
of unit project. By utilising techniques to encourage 
communication, employing authentic audio material 
and ensuring that grammar is used in everyday con-
texts, Rond-Point endeavours to teach the real French 
language and offer a true sense of France itself.  The  
Portfolio for levels A1-A2-B1, which complements 
levels 1 and 2,  and the teachers guides are available 
as free downloads on our website. 

Beginners                     
008890 Livre de l’élève & CD-audio 1  £19.85
008891 Cahier d’exercices & CD-audio 1  £10.95
008944 Les évaluations de Rond-Point 1 
 & CD audio-Rom  £20.50
008892 Guide pédagogique 1 
                         FREE DOWNLOAD  
008896 DVD 1  £33.50+

Further levels: Intermediate, Advanced 

Scénario
HACHETTE            

The task-based approach of this course combines 
rigorous linguistic teaching with a virtual French 
world of characters and identities that are created 
through the scenarios.The motivating and clear 
teaching structure provides grounding in the 4 main 
skill areas through the use of authentic written and 
oral materials whilst also dedicating time to grammar, 
vocabulary and phonetics in the Pause langue boxes. 
The course prepares students for the DELF exams, 
and has evaluation and cultural sections.

Beginners                     
001210 Livre de l’élève 1  £18.50
001211 Cahier d’activités 1  £9.75
001212 Guide pédagogique 1  £22.75
001213 CD classe 1 (2)   £71.00+

Further levels: Intermediate

Tout va bien !
CLE                 

Following the recommendations of the Common 
European framework, Tout va bien! puts the student 
at the centre of the learning process and encourages 
autonomous learning in the many revision sections 
and summaries at the end of each unit. The student’s 
book is clearly divided into six units each comprising 
two lessons, and there are also six revision sections 
and three project based tasks. The unique Portfolio 
included in each student’s book allows students to 
monitor their progress and test their abilities. The 
course favours authenticity of sources and situations, 
allowing students to familiarise themselves with dif-
ferent registers and discover aspects of francophone 
culture to complement their study of French. 

Beginners                     
000350 Livre de l’élève 1  £14.25
000351 Cahier d’exercices & CD-audio 1  £7.55
000352 Guide pédagogique 1   £15.95
000354 CD classe 1 (2) £35.25+
000341 DVD 1  £44.95+
000340 Cahier DELF A1/A2 & CD audio 1  £9.10
000342 Fichier de grammaire & 
 de communication 1  £18.95+
000359 Manuel numérique 1 £167.00+

Further levels: Intermediate,  Advanced, 
Upper advanced

Version Originale
DIFUSION/ESB

Version Originale is an ex-
citing, bilingual course for 
adults and older teenagers 
with no prior knowledge of 
French. The average student 
can expect to comfortably 
achieve level A1 of the Com-
mon European Reference 
Framework for Languages 
(CEFR) within a typical 30-
week course.
  This course has a logical, gradual progression with 
the objectives of each unit set out clearly at the 
start, making it simple to use and follow for both 
teachers and students.  What is new, and central to 
Version Originale, is the recommendation that learners 
become partners in an active social contract. This 
'contract' between teacher and students, implicit or 
explicit, moves the focus of learning from the indi-
vidual student to the group and the class, requiring 
cooperation by all its members, and taking advantage 
of whatever each member can contribute. 
  Version Originale is thus very much a student-centred 
course shown by the 'journal d'apprentissage' which 
encourages students to constantly reflect and record 
their progress and focus upon tangible goals to work 
towards.  As the student's book comes with an audio 
CD and a DVD, there is also plenty of scope for 
students to practise and develop their linguistic skills 
in their own time.

008430 Student's book 1 & CD & DVD        £19.95                                                                                                                                     
008431 Workbook 1 & CD                          £8.95
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short & 
intensive 
courses

Adolescent/Adult

Vite et bien!
CLE                 

An intensive course, both for beginners and 
returning learners, Vite et bien teaches everyday 
vocabulary across a variety of day-to-day leisure 
and workplace situations. As well as language skills, 
the course provides useful information about 
life in France and key cultural differences. By the 
end of the book the learner will have acquired 
or revised enough grammar and vocabulary to 
feel at ease both speaking and writing French.                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                     
Beginners
008826 Livre & CD audio & corrigés 1  £18.50

Further levels: Intermediate

vocational 
courses

Adolescent/Adult

Affaires.com
CLE                 

Affaires.com is a French business course offering 
approximately 100 hours of study and corresponding 
to level B1 of the CEFR. The student’s book consists 
of six thematic units, aimed at improving spoken and 
written business French and preparing students for 
the 1st and 2nd degree of the Business French Di-
ploma (DFA1 and DFA2). 

                                                                        
Intermediate                      
000260 Livre de l’élève  £16.25
000299 Cahier d’exercices  £8.35
000265 Guide pédagogique  £16.25
000272 CD classe  £21.25+

Les Combines 
du Téléphone                             
PUG                                                                       
   Suitable for professionals who wish to brush up 
on their oral skills or for students embarking on 
careers in the business or secretarial world, this 
manual provides excellent practice in communicating 
in French on the telephone, so often a key activity 
for people using foreign languages at work. It aims 
to help overcome the difficulties of comprehension 
and expression which are inherent in telephone 
communication and to give the student sufficient 
confidence to carry on a telephone conversation. The 
material is divided into 8 chapters and the exercises 
and activities are progressive in difficulty.  The audio 
recordings consist of authentic dialogues, messages 
on answering machines, and situations which require 
a quick response from the student.

Intermediate                  
002368 Livre de l’élève & CD audio  £21.50
352343 CD audio  £11.50+

Français.com
CLE                 

Français.com tackles all the linguistic and cultural 
issues that arise in everyday situations in the work-
place. This course is highly practical as it is based on 
a series of varied, stimulating and realistic tasks, con-
centrating above all on meaning and communication, 
which require the student to take an active approach 
to their learning so as to build up their confidence 
levels.  The student's book comprises 7 units of 5 
lessons; each lesson is well-balanced with attention 
paid to introducing students to lexical fields associ-
ated with the world of work and developing linguistic 
skills, alongside systematic work on grammar to im-
prove written and oral accuracy.  The course requires 
approximately 100 hours of study and prepares stu-
dents for the DELF 1st degree. 

Beginners                     
000250 Livre de l’élève 1  £14.25
000253 Cahier d’exercices 1  £7.50
000254 Guide pédagogique 1  £15.50
000257 CD classe 1  £20.25+
000252 CD-Rom 1  £19.50+

Further levels: Intermediate

Le français du 
monde du travail                               
PUG                                                                        
This text is aimed at students who want a grounding 
in French business. It is simple and concise, and 
presents general economic concepts for France and 
Europe. It helps to expand a specialist vocabulary, 
gives information about an unusual aspect of each 
subject, encourages the learner to compare France 
with their own country and has exercises and 
multiple choice self evaluation activities. The annexes 
contain a selection of letter templates for business 
use.

002375 Livre de l’élève   £23.75

Objectif Express
HACHETTE            

A business course which uses efficient and prag-
matic task-based learning methods to enable the 
student to achieve rapid autonomy in French.

                                                                                  
Beginners

009000 Livre & CD-audio  £20.25
009009 Cahier d’activités     £9.95
009002 Guide pédagogique  £22.75
009001 CD classe (2)  £65.00+

Further levels: Intermediate

Point.com
CLE                 

This series is aimed at all those people who need 
to gain a thorough understanding of specific language 
needed in certain professions. Each book consists of 
96 pages which include specialist vocabulary and ter-
minology and require students to complete meaning-
ful tasks and make intercultural comparisons. 

Intermediate                  
009268 Administration.com  £10.50
009273 Diplomatie.com  £10.50
009269 Sciences-Techniques.com £10.50
000285 Santé-Médecine.com  £10.50
000286 Banque-Finance.com  £10.50
000290 Secrétariat.com   £10.50
009387 Environnement.com  £10.95
000300 Informatique.com £10.95

Travailler en
français en
entreprise
DIDIER              

This practical course adopts a task based approach 
to learning business French, and is suitable both for 
classroom use and for independent learners as the 
student’s book includes a CD, CD-Rom and answers 
to all exercises.The books contain a range of activi-
ties to consolidate grammar and lexical skills, includ-
ing role play games, and several informative case 
studies to fully develop knowledge of the business 
world in French.  The teacher's guide can be down-
loaded for free from our website. 

Intermediate                  
072950 Livre de l’élève 1 & CD  £22.50
072951 Guide pédagogique 1    FREE DOWNLOAD  

  
Further levels: Upper intermediate
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Special 
purposes

Adolescent/Adult

Les clés du 
nouveau DELF
DIFUSION  

This collection aims to provide training for the 
DELF exams at levels A1, A2, B1 and B2. Each 
level comprises 5 units which focus on revising key 
grammatical and lexical structures and developing 
students' linguistic skills by means of exercises and 
practice tests. This series also includes numerous sug-
gestions on language usage and tips on how to best 
succeed at these exams. Each book contains an audio 
CD and answers to all exercises are provided. 

Beginners                     
008581 Livre de l’élève A1 & CD  £25.75
008582 Guide pédagogique A1 & CD  £18.25

Further levels: False beginners, Intermediate, 
Upper intermediate

Language skills 
and practice

listening
Adolescent/Adult 

Phonétique 
progressive du 
français
CLE                 

A lively and practical study of French phonetics. The 
beginner level students start with the study of rhyme 
and intonation. The intermediate book studies sounds 
in connection to a poem or text, and the advanced 
level looks at prosody, sounds and expressive intona-
tion.

Beginners                     
009050 Livre de l’élève £14.95
009053 CDs audio (3)            £23.95+

Further levels: Intermediate, Advanced

speaking
Adolescent/Adult

                      
Communication 
progressive du 
français
CLE                 

 Communication Progressive du Français  presents 40 
situations from everyday life covering both formal 
and informal speech. Chapters are grouped under five 
headings: shopping; giving and asking for information; 
social dialogues; formal dialogues; discussions and 
debates. A double-page spread is devoted to each 
each subject: on the first page there are dialogues 
and a revision list which recaps the main expres-
sions and draws attention to important lexical, 
cultural and practical points. The following page tests 
comprehension and gives students the opportunity 
to recreate dialogues themselves and includes a 
roleplay or similar creative activity on the topic.                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                   
Beginners                     
009310 Livre  de l’élève £14.25
009311 Corrigés  £6.75
009312 CD audio                 £10.95+

Further levels: Intermediate   

writing
Adolescent/Adult
                          
Production 
ecrite 
DIDIER

These texts are designed for students who want 
to improve their written skills. They offer sugges-
tions for work and examples of writing, as well as 
other tools for improving writing skills. The first level 
covers informal and formal letter writing, emails, es-
say writing, commentaries and reports. The second 
considers summaries of documents, report writing, 
documented articles and CVs.

Intermediate                                                                                
001139 Livre de l’élève B1/B2 £18.25

Further levels:  Advanced

reading
Adolescent/Adult

Littérature 
progressive du 
français
CLE                 

An innovative publication aimed at introducing 
foreign learners of French to French literature in a 
simple and informative manner.   Littérature progressive 
du français consists of texts dating from the middle 
ages to the present day (with particular emphasis be-
ing placed on 19th and 20th Century contemporary 
literature) and includes over 300 oral and written 
exercises aimed at improving students’ reading and 
analytical skills. By examining the different styles, gen-
res and content, students simultaneously learn about 
French literature and its history.

Beginners                     
003182 Livre de l’élève  £14.95
003183 Corrigés  £6.95

Further levels: Intermediate,  Advanced

Livres ouverts 
PUG

Livres ouverts presents a selection of literary texts 
chosen from French and Francophone authors, with 
an emphasis on contemporary writing. The varied 
and attractive themes help to make literature more 
accessible, and a range of activities are suggested to 
help students read and understand the texts. These 
extracts introduce aspects of French/Francophone 
culture, and help to give literature the place it de-
serves in language teaching.

003021 Livre de l’élève  £17.95
003064 Guide pédagogique  £20.50
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vocabulary
ages 11-14                                                                                                                                            
                                                      
Le Français avec... jeux 
et activités
ELI                 

Suitable for near beginners, each book is arranged 
into 14 units, each of which practises the vocabulary 
of about 20 words on a single topic through colourful 
illustrations and vocabulary games such as crosswords, 
anagrams, find the word, etc. Each unit also covers a 
grammatical point and offers practice exercises. Solu-
tions can be found at the end of the volume, making 
it apt for self-study as well as for classroom work.                                                                                                                                            
Beginners                                                                       
000855 Livre 1                                     £7.25

Further levels: Intermediate,  Advanced

Adolescent/Adult

Précis les expressions 
idiomatiques
CLE                 

Les expressions idiomatiques is a useful book for 
students of all levels. Its aim is to introduce colourful 
expressions and to explain how and when they should 
be used. It therefore enriches the student’s linguistic 
and cultural knowledge through some of the most up-
to-date and frequently used idioms. To help students 
make use of these expressions they are classified by 
theme (such as emotions, health and the weather). 
They are also listed alphabetically in an index so that 
the text can be used as a reference guide for compre-
hension.

009033 Livre   £8.95 

vocabulaire en 
action
CLE                 

Vocabulaire en action is a practical vocabulary hand-
book, which covers a variety of useful topics and 
puts the emphasis on the student being at the centre 
of the learning process.  This series aims to equip 
students with the necessary tools to be able to com-
municate effectively, orally and in written form, in real-
life situations. In order to do this, each unit follows a 
seven step plan which provides students with a clear 
structure and framework to follow: J'observe, J'analyse 
et j'explique, Je compare, Je pratique, Je passe à l'action, 
Je consulte mon mémento, Je m'évalue. A version of this 
for the IWB will be available in the coming months.                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                  
Beginners                                                                       
004701 Livre + CD-audio + corrigés £15.50                                                                                                                                           
                                                                        
Further levels: False beginners                                                                                                                                        

Vocabulaire en             
dialogues
CLE                 

Vocabulaire en dialogues is a book and CD pack that 
provides the learner with the chance to hear new 
words in authentic contexts. The chapters present 
a range of up-to-date themes (shopping, the time 
etc) and follow a clear structure: preparation for the 
dialogue followed by an explanation of the vocabulary 
used, and finally a range of activities related to the 
topic. There is a multilingual glossary available at the 
back of the book making this ideal for independent 
study. 

Beginners 
072952 Livre & CD-audio 1  £13.75
                                     
Further levels: Intermediate

                             
Vocabulaire 
progressif du 
francais
CLE                 

This series of workbooks addresses the need of 
students to develop a solid foundation of vocabulary 
in the key areas of daily life. Using the double-page 
spread highly effectively, Vocabulaire progressif first 
presents, and then practises vocabulary - arranged in 
thematic units - with example sentences, dialogues 
and illustrations which increase in difficulty through 
each unit. A separate answer booklet makes the ma-
terials suitable for a range of learning situations, from 
traditional classroom to open-learning and self-study                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                    
Beginners
004883 Livre intermédiaire  £14.50

Further levels: Intermediate, Advanced

mixed skills
Adolescent/Adult

À propos
PUG

An excellent publication aimed at providing teach-
ers with teaching material specifically designed to 
develop thematic and communicative lessons and to 
encourage animated discussions and detailed written 
work in French. Each of the 8 units contains a wide-
range of activities such as role-plays, grammar exer-
cises and word games and  allows teachers to choose 
those activities that are most suited to his/her class.

Beginners 

009368  Livre de l’élève & CD-audio   £24.50
009369  Cahier d’exercises & CD-audio £14.75
009370  Guide pédagogique  £20.75 

Further levels: False beginners, Intermediate

Cadre commun
CLE                 

This series is especially designed to meet the re-
quirements of the Common European Framework of 
Reference for Languages, (the growing standard for 
assesment of language skills within Europe) and de-
velop the linguistic skills it advocates. The workbooks 
use a systematic approach, concentrating on oral and 
written comprehension, production and interaction 
and there are a variety of interesting exercises for 
practice individually, with a partner or in groups. The 
layout of these books are colourful and easy to read, 
and the skill being practised is clearly highlighted 
making it simple to dip in and out of. 

Beginners                      
003360 Livre & CD A1     £13.95 

Further levels: False beginners, Intermediate, 
Upper intermediate, Advanced
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Adolescent/adult

Bescherelle
HATIER              

The Bescherelle Art de conjuguer has been an es-
sential reference book for thousands of students of 
French for over 20 years. It now covers all known 
forms, and lists and classifies some 12,000 verbs.
The English edition, also offered here, describes the 
same range of verbs, but contains explanatory notes 
in English and a complete French-English index.The 
L’orthographe pour tous deals with the snares and 
pitfalls of written French, while the Grammaire pour 
tous tackles general problems, traditional and modern 
terminology and how to recognise and analyse differ-
ent constructions, etc.  All the books in the series are 
designed for individual use by students and are very 
clearly laid out and thoroughly indexed.

004966 La conjugaison pour tous £12.95
004957 La grammaire pour tous  £10.75
004906 L’orthographe pour tous
 (new edition)  £10.75
004970 Complete guide to conjugating
 verbs (English edition) £8.60

                                                                                                                                                      
                                    
                                                                                                                                                      

                                             
Les cahiers de             
grammaire 
DIFUSION

A collection of grammar books, graded according 
to the levels set out by the CEFR which are ideal for 
independent learners as well as for classroom use.
With more than 90 exercises and activities, reading 
and writing skills are thoroughly practised, and with 
an audio CD included, speaking and listening are not 
forgotten! With colourful illustrations and a well-
structured layout, these books will guide the student 
in discovering the rules of French grammar and rein-
forcing any previous knowledge. 

                                                                                                                                     
Beginners                     
004971 Niveau découverte A1 & CD     £21.95
005834 Corrigés niveau découverte  £10.25

Further levels: False beginners, Intermediate

Compétences
CLE                 

Devised as a follow-up to the recommendations of 
the Common European Framework of Reference for 
Languages,  Compétences  allows students to practise 
and develop the four major language skills either 
within a classroom environment or independently at 
home. These complementary resources are easy to 
use thanks to their clear structure; each book is di-
vided into five units, dedicated to a topic area, which 
are in turn made up of three lessons which set out 
specific learning objectives related to an aspect of the 
topic.  Each book contains a wealth of varying activi-
ties and exercises, which steadily increase in difficulty,  
and there is a useful self-evaluation page at the end of 
each unit to help students continually monitor their 
progress.  Answers to all exercises are provided at 
the back of the book.

Beginners                     
003185 Compréhension écrite 1  £10.95
009215 Compréhension orale & CD 1  £15.95
003187 Expression écrite 1  £10.95
009216 Expression orale & CD 1  £12.75

Further levels: Intermediate, Upper 
Intermediate, Advanced

grammar
Ages 11-14

Grammaire 
progressive du 
français pour les 
adolescents
CLE                 

With clear explanations of all the key grammar 
points plus revision exercises, this volume is an ideal 
supplement to any coursebook. The layout for each 
grammar point comprises a double page spread 
with a cartoon-style story on the left-hand side, set-
ting the grammar in context, and communication 
and grammar exercises on the right-hand page. A 
complete grammar summary, conjugation tables and 
answer keys are included in each volume.

Beginners                     
004887 Livre de l’élève  £11.50

Further levels: Intermediate

Gramm’ados   
DIDIER

Gramm’ados uses a clear and active approach to 
teaching French grammar. Spread out over two pages 
per unit, students are taught the function of language 
through dialogues containing specific grammar struc-
tures, revision tables and short written exercises.  

005040 Livre de l’élève £12.95

Difficultés 
expliquées du 
français...for English 
speakers
CLE                 

This excellent publication is the result of 15 years 
research by the authors (who are also teachers) and 
tackles the real problems that English speakers face 
when learning French grammar.  Not only does it 
analyse the errors that are often made but it offers 
useful suggestions for rules which can prevent stu-
dents from repeating similar mistakes. The difficulties 
are explained clearly and simply and comparisons 
between English and French are often made in order 
to clarify explanations alongside the exercises used 
to support the points made.

004051    Livre de l’élève  £17.75
004052 Corrigés  £6.95 

Grammaire en Action
CLE   

  Grammaire en action is a series of grammar 
workbooks which aim to put grammar into context, 
making learning more effective, by presenting 
students with a large variety of authentic material, 
to show how grammar is used in everday scenarios.  
Following a similar seven-step pattern to Vocabulaire 
en action, the books are student-centred and 
therefore contain several. varying activites and 
exercises, culminating in an end of unit project, all 
which require the student to be actively involved in 
their learning. Each book comes with an audio CD, an 
answer booklet and supplementary self-assessment 
tests. 
                
Beginners                                                                       
004640 Livre & CD-audio & corrigés £15.50       
004641 Manuel numérique 1 £167.00+                                                                                                                                         

                                                                   
Further levels: False beginners, Intermediate                                                                                              

Grammaire en 
dialogues
CLE                 

  Grammaire en dialogues is a book and CD pack 
which teaches grammar in context as a way of 
ensuring that it is effectively grasped. Each of the 
32 chapters focuses on one specific grammar 
point spread out over three pages. The first page 
introduces one or two contemporary dialogues; 
the second page consists of explanations of vari-
ous grammar points together with suggestions of 
how best to remember specific rules and the third 
page consists of exercises to practise what has 
been learnt. Corrections to the exercises and seven 
revision units are included at the end of the book.                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                       
Beginners                  
004900 Livre & CD-audio  £13.25
                                                                            
Further levels: Intermediate
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Grammaire 
progressive du 
français
CLE                 

Grammaire progressive is a remarkable worldwide 
success, its reputation having spread rapidly by word-
of-mouth since the publication of the first volume 
in 1995.The format is simple as all levels follow the 
same structure: a clear, uncluttered double-page 
spread for each grammatical point, with the explana-
tion on the left and parallel exercises on the right. 
Answers to the exercises are provided in a separate 
booklet, so that the reference and exercise material 
can also be used for self study or distance learning 
and in the classroom.

Beginners                     
004896 Livre  £13.75
004897 Corrigés   £5.95
004914 Livre + CD-Rom   £28.50
004882  CD-Rom                  £24.95+

Further levels: Intermediate, Advanced, Upper
Advanced
 

Civilisation
Ages 15-16

La nouvelle France 
en poche
ELI                 

La nouvelle France en poche is a civilization course 
which aims to take the student to the very heart 
of France and the French-speaking world. The book 
contains 20 dossiers on different aspects of French 
culture, to create an overall view of France that is 
both impressive and richly informative.  A wealth of 
attractive and diverse exercises, some of which are 
cross-curricular, guide the student through the intri-
cacies of French life which are not only enjoyable but 
also stimulating. Moreover, these exercises provoke 
much debate which renders the student central to 
the learning process in La France en poche.

           
000628 Livre de l’élève + CD  £12.90
000629 Guide pédagogique  £6.10

A vous la France!
CIDEB

This book offers a journey of discovery into aspects 
of French and Francophone culture and civilisation. 
Two teenagers, Camille and Thomas, accompany the 
students throughout the book, and share their knowl-
edge in the thematic units: de la métropole au village, 
de la montagne à la mer, de la campagne à‘ l’océan, de la 
ville au lac, du fleuve à l’île.The book offers a range of 
varied activities, and ends with a cartoon timeline of 
French history, maps, a list of figures of speech, and a 
glossary (in French, English, Italian, German and Span-
ish).The CD contains recordings of the oral texts (a 
mixture of dialogues, telephone conversations, inter-
views, tales and legends). A separate answer booklet 
is also available.

004538 Livre + CD  £15.25
004539 Corrigés  £2.35

Adolescent/Adult

Civilisation en 
dialogues
CLE                 

These books provide a collection of simple, lively 
and natural dialogues which introduce students to 
the way of life, the values and points of reference 
of the French people, and the principles on which 
France was built. The books follow a clear structure: 
each of the 26 units contains a dialogue on a precise 
theme followed by information that clarifies different 
points in the theme (such as historical and socio-
logical findings, surveys and illustrations) and finally 
exercises to encourage active learning. The books 
come with an audio CD, an index of key words and 
an answers section so that they can be used by inde-
pendent learners as well as in the classroom.

Beginners                     
072956 Livre + CD-audio 1     £13.75

Further levels: Intermediate

Clés pour la France
HACHETTE                

Clés pour la France is a colourful and informative 
book which introduces students to important as-
pects of French culture and civilisation by presenting 
images of national icons followed by brief descrip-
tions. This book follows a clear structure with the 
activites accompanying each topic centred around 
reading, speaking, and carrying out further research. 
The 80 images used are grouped into 6 thematic 
chapters which include food and cuisine, celebri-
ties, history, education and work, language, media 
and culture and daily life. The texts and exercises 
featured in this book cover levels A2-C2 of the CEFR.                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                      
002272 Livre   £20.50 

La France au 
quotidien                    
PUG

A rich yet concise guide to French civilisation, 
clearly divided into 11 themed units which each 
present a different aspect of daily life in France.  Ideal 
for topic-based studies, particularly at A-Level stand-
ard, this volume is full of colour illustrations, snippets 
of factual information, poems, songs and numerous 
authentic documents.Topics include Le calendrier, 
La famille, La table, La santi; Les loisirs; L'argent; Se 
loger; Se diplacer; Jusqu'au bac;  Après le bac; Au travail. 
Each topic area is supported by a short exercises for 
which answers are provided at the back of the book 
making it perfect for self-study use.

002316 Livre de l’élève   £17.25
002317 Coffret CD (2) + transcripts   £22.95+
                                                  

Lire et voyager
CIDEB

This innovative approach to language learning al-
lows students to revise and improve their French 
whilst getting to know the country and its regions, 
villages and traditions. At times a school book and at 
times a travel guide, each volume includes exercises  
and games in order to develop all four language skills  
but at the same time also provides useful informa-
tion on different regions and socio-cultural aspects 
of these regions to help broaden students' cultural 
awareness.  These books are perfect for use at home, 
in the classroom and on holiday!

002380 En Provence - book & CD    £10.95
002376 À Paris - book & CD      £11.50
002406 En Bretagne - book & CD £11.75
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graded readers
Ages 11-14

Atelier de lecture
DIDIER              

A collection of authentic and accessible readers for 
teenagers. At the end of these contemporary books 
there are activities and a glossary to facilitate read-
ing comprehension. Each book is accompanied by an 
audio CD.

001006 Un agent très secret   £8.20
000969 Disparition à Saint-Malo  £8.20
000968 Le jour où j’ai raté le bus  £8.20
001236 Quinze jours pour réussir!   £8.20
001272 S.O.S. Urgences    £8.20
000965 Virgule  £8.20
000972 Carton rouge ou mort subite  £8.20
001238 Avertissement de conduite   £8.20
001237 C’est pas compliqué l’amour!   £8.20
001223 L’ours sort ses griffes   £8.20

000929 Crime d’auteur  £8.20

Découverte
CLE                 
  This series aims to provide graded readers for 
students to enjoy as their knowledge of French 
progresses.  Audio CDs can be bought separately to 
complement the reading of each text.    

Beginners                     
002735 Disparition en Haiti  £4.60
002418 Un étrange voisin £4.60
002552 A la recherche de Mariana  £4.60
002479 C’est chouette la vie  £4.60

False beginners               
002419 Marée noire  £4.60

Intermediate                  
002485 Le Comte de Monte Cristo  £4.50
002477 Avis de recherche  £4.60
002723 Double rencontre  £4.50
002459 Un soir au cirque  £4.40

Upper Intermediate            
002478 Photos de nuit  £4.70
002486 L’inondation  £4.40

Advanced                      
002475 Un cheval pour la vie  £5.20

Upper advanced                
002476 L’arbre et les lycéens  £5.20
002430 La nuit mouvementée de Rachel  £5.95

      

Teen eli readers        
ELI                                                                            

  These readers are available in 3 stages, graded 
according to the number of headwords used, and 
correspond to levels A1-B1 of the CEFR. Each text 
is accompanied by an audio-CD and an 8 page 
booklet, full of quotes related to the major themes 
of the text. The readers are divided into chapters 
with a glossary at the end of each. There are pre 
and after reading activities which teach vocabulary 
and lexical structures, and also a 'test yourself' 
section which offers more content based exercises.                                                                                                                                       
                                                                             
Beginners                                                                                                                                        
002807 A la recherche de l'ami disparu £7.80                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                      
False beginners                                                                                                                                        
002808 La terre est ronde  £7.80                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                   
Intermediate                                                                                                                                     
002812 Destination: Karminia  £7.80                                                                                                                                            
002811 La Vénus d'Ile  £7.80                                                                                                                                            
002810 La journal de Valérie  £7.80                                                                                                                                            
002809 Le souvenir d'Egypte  £7.80

www.clic-ado.com        
ELI    

A unique and modern approach to developing 
French language structures, the great novelty of this 
series is the opportunity to interact with the inter-
net. The series title is an existing website where stu-
dents can access further interactive, didactic activities 
to complement the books. There is also a salle des 
profs where teachers can exchange ideas and materi-
als. Each original and richly illustrated story intro-
duces aspects of francophone civilisation (somewhat 
less traditional than usually found in text books) and 
offers games and activities aimed at teenage readers.

1*   £7.35 2*   £11.25+ 

Beginners                     
003515 Les copains d’abord - book  1*
003516 Les copains d’abord + CD  2*
003521 Ah, les adultes! - book  1*
003522 Ah,les adultes! - book + CD  2*

False beginners               
003517 Un cadeau pour toi - book  1*
003518 Un cadeau pour toi + CD  2*
003523 Tous pour un! - book  1*
003524 Tous pour un! + CD  2*

Intermediate                  
003519 L’informateur - book  1*
003520 L’informateur + CD  2*
003525 Les gars sont tous pareils! - book  1*
003526 Les gars sont tous pareils! + CD  2*

Ages 15-16

Teen Readers - 
French
ASCHEHOUG/ESB       

A collection of readers especially created for 
teenagers from the same Danish publishing house 
responsible for the ever popular Easy Reader series. 
With attractive illustrations, detailed footnotes and 
comprehension questions, each text is designed to 
make French literature readily accessible for younger 
learners. 

1*    £3.25         2*   £4.25

O-Series                                                              
003586   Catastrophe au camping des roses  1*
003741 Radio mystère  1*
003748 La lettre mystérieuse  1*

A-Series
003507 Cent vingt minutes pour mourir  1*
003453 Un agent très secret  1*
003749 L’amour par internet  1*
003585 Parce que je t’aime  1*

B-Series
003588 Un si terrible secret  1*
003514 Rendez-vous sur planète terre  2*
003509 Un été de jade  2*
003510 Anne et l’ordinateur  2*
003512 Répétition pour un crime  2*
003508 Atterrissage forcé  2*

C-Series
003513 L’arrivée des inactifs  2*
003747 C’est dingue ça!  2*

D-Series                                                                     
003511 Choc des cultures                            2*

Mise en scÈne:
Lecture en français
facile pour
adolescents
CLE                 

This collection of readers aims to introduce teenag-
ers to well known French classics by adapting them 
into comic style stories and using colourful illustra-
tions. Each book includes exercises for students to 
complete before, during and at the end of the story. 
A free teacher’s guide is available to download from 
www.cle-inter.com

False beginners               
002020 La parure + CD  £9.10
002014 Carmen + CD £9.10
002287 La morte amoureuse  £4.75
002288 Le bouchon de cristal   £4.75
002292 Les huit coups de l’horloge  £4.75
002277 L’os mystérieux £4.75

Intermediate
002281 Cyran de Bergerac £4.75

Upper Intermediate            
002350 L’assomoir £4.75

Advanced                      
002352 Zadig   £4.75

FRENCH at the

�

FRENCH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

MORE READERS FOR ALL 
AGES AND LEVELS 

ONLINE!
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Adolescent/Adult

Alex Leroc            
DIFUSION

Alex Leroc is a French investigative journalist work-
ing in Brussels for the magazine L’Avis. Through his 
wide range of investigations readers encounter the 
world of art, music, cinema and the lives of various 
celebrities and travel through places such as Belgium, 
France,  and Martinique. Each book ends with a set 
of activities related to the story, comprehension ex-
ercises, crosswords, role plays and oral and written 
exercises together with an answer key. Each book is 
also available with an audio version of the story on 
CD.

Beginners                     
002461 L’ange gardien - Livre & CD  £9.90
002463 Jeux dangereux - Livre & CD  £9.90
002465 Mystère aux Antilles - Livre & CD  £9.90
002467 A tout prix - Livre & CD  £9.90

Intermediate                  
002470 Les statuettes - Livre & CD  £9.90
002472 Crime à Cannes - Livre & CD  £9.90
002474 Les adversaires - Livre & CD  £9.90

Easy Readers - French
ASCHEHOUG/ESB       

Easy Readers have a long and honourable history 
spanning nearly 60 years. The brainchild of a small 
Danish publishing house in the darkest years of the 
Second World War, the series now comprises more 
than 170 titles in six languages. From the beginning 
it has brought together publishers and editors in dif-
ferent countries in a unique collaboration to make 
available to language students authentic literature in 
an approachable, yet unpatronising format. The choice 
of reading ranges from trusty classics to modern 
social drama, from comedy to detective stories. Each 
language is supervised by a specialist editor, whose 
brief is to simplify without losing the flavour of the 
original. Footnotes are used where needed; charming 
illustrations and uncramped pages make the challenge 
so much easier, and the achievement very satisfying.

A-series uses a vocabulary of around 650 words

B-series uses a vocabulary of around 1200 words

C-series uses a vocabulary of around 1800 words

D-series uses a vocabulary of around 2500 words

1*  £4.55 

A-Series                      
003540 Lettres de mon moulin  1*
003590 Les pouces verts  1*
003541 Le livre de mon ami  1*
003577 Christine/Léviathan  1*
003542 Poil de carotte  1*
003543 La rue aux trois poussins/
 Le mari de Mélie  1*
003544 Le voleur d’enfants  1*

Further levels: B series, C series and D series

Lectures cle en 
français facile
CLE                 

An eclectic collection of readers - fiction and 
non-fiction - designed to appeal to a wide range of 
tastes and ages. Every title has the following features: 
an introduction to the text and author, supportive 
illustrations, footnotes on each page explaining the 
more difficult vocabulary, and a thematic and cultural 
mini-glossary at the end of the book, together with a 
set of comprehension questions. These titles are ac-
companied by CDs in MP3 format, providing further 
help in listening and pronunciation, particularly for 
near-beginners.
                                                                                  
Book + CD MP3                       £6.85 each

Beginners (400-700 words)
002738  20 000 lieues sous les mers+ CD MP3
003780  Autour de la lune + CD MP3   
003781 Cinq semaines en ballon + CD MP3 
003784  En famille + CD MP3   
003785  Jacquou le croquant + CDMP3 
003786  La guerre des boutons + CD MP3 
003787  La mare au diable + CD MP3 
  
Further levels: False Beginners, Intermediate,  
Advanced

Lire et s’entraîner                 
CIDEB

A collection of short readers enriched by colour 
illustrations, notes on vocabulary and interspersed 
with a variety of comprehension activities and ex-
ercises. The accompanying audio material offers a 
reading of the entire story as well as some listening 
exercises, as detailed in the books. With different 
graded levels, the series offers a progressive approach 
to learning French, particularly in building up a wider 
vocabulary and understanding of sentence structures. 
Each reader also includes short articles on themes 
and items of interest relevant to the story (history, 
literature, tourism, nature...) which help to develop a 
greater understanding of French culture and civilisa-
tion. 

Beginners                     
002322 Jamais de jasmin + CD  £10.25
002362 Des traces dans la neige + CD  £10.25 
002324 La Pierre du Grand Nord + CD  £10.25 
002348 Poursuite dans Paris + CD  £10.95
002309 La Belle et la bête + CD  £10.95
002319 Enigme en Périgord  + CD  £10.95

False beginners
002330 Carmen + CD £10.95
002349 Le Fantôme de l'Opéra + CD £11.25

Intermediate                  
002379 Perceval + CD  £11.75
002377 Enquête à Saint-Malo + CD  £10.95

Advanced
002371 Le mystère de la chambre jaune + CD    

 £11.25
                                               

The European 
Bookshop 

situated in central London,

we offer a wide range of  

materials from the continent 

suitable for all ages.

There you will find everything 

in this catalogue, and more...

COURSE BOOKS
A well-proven format using the latest ideas 

about language learning

LITERATURE
authentic books for a range of

 reading levels

READERS
The world of literature made 
accessible whatever your age

MULTIMEDIA
games, posters, CDs, CD-ROMs,  

DVDs... 

5 Warwick st, London, WIB 5L
Tel: 020 7734 5259 

Email: direct@esb.co.uk    
 www.europeanbookshop.com
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monolingual 
dictionaries

Ages 11-14                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                      
Picture dictionary 
& CD-Rom                                                                                                                                           
ELI

With 43 thematically grouped double page spreads, 
the Picture Dictionary uses full-page, colour illus-
trations to present key vocabulary associated with 
topics such as, the home, family, school, etc but also 
topics from the world of research and the environ-
ment. The CD-Rom uses native speakers and offers 
additional exercises for pronunciation and listening 
comprehension.   A complete vocabulary list with 
over 1,000 words is included.      

                                                                
030732    £12.25

                                               
Adolescent/Adult

Le petit Robert 2010
Le Petit Robert and Le Robert Micro, are both regular-

ly revised and updated, and have been the first choice 
in universities and colleges worldwide for many years. 
These dictionaries cover the full spectrum of French 
language from everyday spoken vocabulary and slang 
to written literary style French. They contain invalu-
able information on context, usage and etymology 
together with pronunciation tips,  synonyms and 
antonyms. Clear and extensive verb tables include the 
rules of conjugation which complete these compre-
hensive reference books.

072600 Le Petit Robert 2010                 £69.00
072601 Le Robert Micro £23.75

encyclopedias
Adolescent/Adult

Petit Larousse
Updated and revised every year, the unique and 

distinctive format of this hardback, encyclopedic 
dictionary, together with the publisher’s renowned 
editorial skills have made the Petit Larousse one of 
the most popular and accessible reference works in 
the francophone world and beyond. The Petit Larousse 
illustré  is a set text for the Open University’s degree 
course in French.

350000  Petit Larousse illustré 2010 &
             CD-Rom                                £39.25

games
Ages 11-14

Faisons la Fête!
ELI                 

This is a domino based game that encourages 
learning and correct use of frequently used verbs 
in context. The verbs proposed can be practised in 
the present, past and future tenses, according to the 
player’s level. The game also allows players to widen 
their lexical knowledge and to familiarise themselves 
with the culture of the country they are studying.                                                                                                                                        
                                                                               
000242    £13.50+

Questions À la 
chaîne
ELI                 

This game consists of putting together a series of 
questions and answers. The players must find, in the 
shortest possible time, the answer to the question 
posed and in turn read out a question, giving rise 
to an entertaining chain of questions. It’s possible 
to play with a pack of cards of an A2 or B1 level.                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                 
000239    £13.50+

                                      
Voyage en France
ELI                 

This exciting game takes a linguistic trip round 
France incorporating questions on grammar, culture, 
history, geography and idiomatic expressions to al-
low players to expand their knowledge of France 
as well as improve their linguistic skills. It's pos-
sible to play with packs of cards of levels A2, B1 
or with both levels, mixing the two packs together.                                                                                                                                        
                                                                               
000241    £13.50+

Qui est-ce?                 
ELI                 

A game for learning or revising vocabulary and 
structures relating to physical descriptions. Players 
take turns to ask questions which require a yes or no 
answer about the appearance of a person. The winner 
is the player who guesses the most people and wins 
the most cards. The instruction leaflet also contains 
alternative ideas for using this game.

000289                                   £13.50+

ELI magazines

ELI magazines have been a familiar medium 
for language learning worldwide for more than 
20 years. With their help, hundreds of pupils, 
many of them reluctant learners, have come to 
enjoy a foreign language and appreciate some 
of the similarities and differences between cul-
tures. By integrating ELI magazines into their 
lesson plans, thousands of teachers have found 
a new and rewarding means of motivating their 
pupils.  All subscriptions comprise six issues 
(September to May) and all titles are now 
published in a 16-24 page spread.  A Teacher’s 
Guide and 60-minute CD are also available 
for most magazine titles. These magazines are 
available in French, German, Italian, Spanish, 
Russian and Latin. 

These magazines have been designed for a 
range of age groups and abilities, but the fol-
lowing are best suited for secondary school 
students who are new to the subject:

False beginners 
095258 C'est facile! (French)
096196 Fertig...Los! (German)
097188 Azzurro (Italian)
096607 ¡Vamos! (Spanish)

Magazines are also available for Intermedi-
ate, Upper Intermediate and Advanced 
level students.

To request a brochure, send us an email at:

direct@esb.co.uk

FRENCH at the

�

FRENCH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

Sample magazines can be 
viewed and downloaded  

from:

www.elimagazines.com/
issue1/index.htm


